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IN THE COURT OF  CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE  AT SONITPUR, 
TEZPUR 

 
Present :  Debashish Saikia, A.J.S 
   Chief Judicial Magistrate,  
   Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 
 

G.R. CASE NO 481/08 
U/S 379/411 IPC 

State 
vs 
 

1. Debasish Rava @ Bhaikan                                      accused  
 

Appearances 
 

K Gogoi,  
    Learned Addl PP  

& N Saikia, Asstt PP     :   For the state 
 
   D Sinha  

Ld Counsel    :   For the accused  

 

   Date of recording evidence  : 15-02-18, 24-04-18, 20-08-18, 
         27-05-19, 01-07-19 
 
  Date of hearing argument   : 17-08-19. 

   Date of judgment       : 30-08-2019. 

JUDGMENT 
 

1) The prosecution case in brief is as follows : 

 

Informant SI Dulal Mahanta lodged an ejahar stating inter-alia that on 

receipt of secret information, search operation was  made in the house of Shri 

Debashis Rava @ Bhaikon, S/O Sri Deb Narayan Rav of vill No 1 Tenga Bosti, PS 

Sootea in connection with Biswanath Chariali PS Case No 131/07 U/S 380 IPC 

and in course of the search 2 (Two) motor cycles one was red colour Bajaj Pulsar 

bearing No AS-12C-3752, Engine No DHG BM240035, Chassis No ND 20HDH ZZ 

MC 202178 and other was TVS Victor GX bearing No AS-12B-2847, Engine No 

0F1461558501, Chassis No MD 625AF1461445009 was recovered and the said 
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two two wheelers were suspected to be stolen they were seized as the accused 

failed to produce any documents of the said two motor cycles. Hence, the ejahar. 

 

2. On receipt of the ejahar, O/C, Biswanath Chriali P.S registered a case 

being Biswanath Chriali PS Case No 31/08 U/S 379/411/468 IPC and started 

investigation of the same. On completion of investigation, police submitted the 

charge sheet against the accused Raju Basumatari and Bhaikon @ Debashis Rava 

U/S 379/411 IPC 

 

3)  The case was transferred to this court for disposal. Cognizance of the 

offence was taken, and process was issued against the accused. Case against the 

accused Raju Basumatary was abated vide order dtd 30-6-16 as he stated to 

have been died. Pursuant to issuance of summons, accused Bhaikon @ 

Debashish Rabha appeared and thereafter copy of the case was furnished to 

him. Vide order dtd 29-04-17,  my Ld Predecessor framed a formal charge u/s 

379/411 IPC to which the accused pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 
4) Prosecution in order to prove its case, examined 5 (five) witnesses 

including the I/O’s. The plea of the accused is that of total denial. Statement of 

the accused was recorded U/S 313 CrPC in which the accused denied to have 

committed the offence charged with. Accused however did not examine any 

witness. I have heard the argument advanced by the learned Counsel of both 

sides and carefully perused the evidences on record.    

 

5.   The points  for determination are : 

 

i) Whether the accused, intending to take dishonestly 

movable property viz one Pulsar and one TVS Victor 

motor cycle from the respective owners moved the 

said two wheelers without their consent and thereby 

committed offence punishable u/s 379 IPC?   

ii) Whether the accused on the same time and place 

dishonestly received stolen property of one Pulsar 

and one TVS motor cycle, knowing that the said 
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property was stolen property and thereby 

committed an offence punishable under Section 411 

of IPC?   

 

DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF:   

6.   Leaned counsel for the accused has submitted that the prosecution has 

completely failed to establish the case against the accused and as such the 

accused cannot be held guilty and as such he deserves acquittal. On the other 

hand learned APP has submitted that the recovery of the two stolen motor cycles 

from the possession of the accused had been established and as such the 

accused deserves punishment. In the backdrop of the submissions so made by 

the respective counsels it would be worthwhile to scan the evidence available on 

record. 

 

7.  PW1 Bokul Bodo  that in the year 2008, he was the VDP Secretary of his 

village and that one day in the month of February year 2008 accused Bhaikon  

was taken to the Biswanath Chariali Police Station by the police and he along 

with villagers went to the police station to search the accused. Arriving at the 

police station, he came to know from the O/C of the police station that two no’s 

of motor cycles were recovered from the accused which was accordingly seized  

and police then obtained his signature in the seizure list vide Ext.1 whereupon 

Ext.1(1) is his signature.       

 

8. PW2 Deep Narayan Rabha deposed that he knows the informant and the 

accused Debashish Rabha is his son. He also stated that on the day of the 

occurrence, O/C Dulal Mahanta along with his staff went to his house and seized 

two nos of motor cycles. PW2 further deposed that he do not know from where 

his son brought the two motor cycles. He has identified the seizure list vide Ext.1 

whereupon Ext.1(2) is his signature. He has further stated that police took him 

and his son to the police station, and that he and his son failed to show any 

documents of the aforesaid two motor cycles.      

 

9.   PW3 SI Uttam Tamang deposed that on 30-8-12 he was the I/C of Itakhola 

OP and on that day, he received the Case Diary of Sootea PS from the O/C to 
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investigate the case and accordingly, on examining the CD, he found that the 

investigation of the case had already been completed and both the accused were 

arrested, one was Bhaikon Rava and other was Raju Basumatary. He also stated 

that two nos of motor cycles were recovered from the accused persons and the 

same were accordingly seized. He further stated that finding sufficient ground, 

he had submitted the charge sheet U/S 379/411 IPC vide Ext.2 whereupon 

Ext.2(1) is his signature.  

     

10.     PW4 Inspector Dulal Mahanta deposed that on 28-02-2008 he was as 

attached officer and on that day, two nos of suspected motor cycle was 

recovered, one was motor cycle and other was Scooty. He also stated that as per 

source information, he conducted raid in the house of one person whose title was 

Rava and there he found two no’s of Bike and as the said person could not show 

any documents of the vehicle, it was suspected that the two wheelers were 

stolen property. The said person was brought to the police station for enquiry 

and as the said person failed to give proper reply the two wheelers were seized. 

According to him he had recovered one red colour Bajal Pulsar bearing No AS-

12C-3752 and one TVS Victor and in this regard, he had lodged an ejahar, and 

later the I/O arrested the accused. He identified the ejahar as Ext.2 whereupon 

Ext.2(1) is his signature and Ext.1 as the seizure list and Ext. 1(3) is his 

signature.           

 

11.    PW5 Inspector Naren Sonowal is the investigating officer and in his 

evidence he stated that on 24-02-08 he was posted at in charge at Itakhola OP 

under Sootea PS and on that day an original CD pertaining to Biswanath Chariali 

PS case No. 31/08 U/s 379/411/468 IPC was received on transfer to Sootea P.S. 

The case was endorsed to him for investigation. On perusal of the CD he found 

that the stolen bike bearing Reg. No. AS-12-C-3752 (Bajaj Pulser Red Color) and  

TVS Victor Red Colour bearing Reg. No. AS12B-2847 were already seized by SI 

Dulal Mahanta of Biswanath Chariali P.S being the informant. The said two bikes 

were seized from one Bhaikon Rava @ Debashish Rava and the said Bhaikon 

Rava was also arrested and thereafter handed over to him to continue with the 

investigation. The CD also revealed that informant SI Dulal Mahanta took steps 

for verification of the ownership of the seized motor cycle from DTO, Tezpur and 
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it was found that the reg. no. of the seized motor cycle bearing Reg. No. AS12C-

3752 was actually registered against a Pick up van in the name of Ashirbaad 

Electronics Mahjid Road Tezpur and the other bike bearing Reg. No. AS12-B 2847 

was actually registered against a Truck registered in the name Joy Prakash 

Ladha. The informant IO has already collected the report from DTO Office Tezpur 

and was available in the CD. After going through the CD he found that another 

accused involved in the case namely Rajib Basumatary was yet to be arrested. In 

course of the investigation he arrested Rajib Basumatary by way of shown arrest 

and got him remanded to jail hajot in the instant case. In the mean time, he 

handed over the CD to OC Sootea PS as in the mean time he received transfer 

order. This in nutshell is the evidence available on record.  

 

12.   In the instant case the charge against the accused is one u/s 

379/411 IPC. To establish a charge u/s 379 IPC or alternatively u/s 411 

IPC, the first ingredient required to be established is that the accused had 

moved the property belonging to the owner without the consent of the 

said owner. In the present case the prosecution has miserably failed to 

identify the actual owners of the seized two wheelers and to examine 

them so as to establish that the accused had dishonestly taken away the 

two wheelers from their possession without their consent. In the absence 

of the actual owners of the seized two wheelers and without any entry 

regarding missing of the said two wheelers the recovery of the said two 

motor cycles from the possession of the accused by itself would not 

automatically establish that the two motor cycles were stolen property. So 

in the above facts and circumstances the charge u/s 379 IPC or 411 IPC 

completely fails.  The I/O though had orally asserted that the registration 

numbers affixed in the recovered motor cycle and scooter was actually 

registered against some other vehicles, there is no evidence to show that 

the accused himself had done the same. The plea of the accused as is 

noticed from the cross examination of prosecution witnesses and his 

statement recorded u/s 313 CrPC is that he was never in possession of 

the said two motor bikes as is asserted by the prosecution and that 

according to him the same were recovered the same from the possession 

of the landlord in which he resided as a tenant. The above plea however 
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could not be established by the accused as there is evidence of PW2 who 

admittedly is the father of the accused Bhikon and PW2 in his evidence 

has stated that the police had recovered two motor cycles from his house 

and that he is not aware as to wherefrom his son had brought those two 

motor bikes. The above assertion having not challenged by the accused 

the same negates the plea of the accused. Be that what it may the same 

by itself would not further the prosecution case that the accused was the 

one who had stolen the recovered motor bikes or that he had knowingly 

received the said motor bikes knowing them to be stolen. In the present 

case it is but apparent that the prosecution side has miserably failed to 

establish its case against the accused beyond all reasonable doubt and as 

such the accused is held not guilty of the offence he is charged with.      

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

O R D E R 

Accused Debashish Rava @ Bhaikon is acquitted of the charge u/s 379/411 IPC 

and is set at liberty forthwith. 

Seized two wheelers be confiscated to the state.  

The liability of the bailor is extended for 6(Six) months from today as per 

provision of the amended CrPC. 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on the 30th day of August’ 2019 at 

Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 

(Sri D Saikia) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
Dictated and corrected by me:- 
 
 
 
 
 
     (Sri D Saikia) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
     Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
 
Prosecution witnesses :   
PW1 Bokul Bodo 
PW2 Deep Narayan Rabha 
PW3 SI Uttam Tamang 
PW4 Inspector Dulal Mahanta 
PW5 Inspector Naren Sonowal 
  
Prosecution Exhibits:  
  
Seizure list……………..as Ext.1.  
Charge sheet………… as Ext.2. 
Ezaher …………………..as Ext3.(wrongly marked as Ext2 in evidence) 
 
Defence witness and Exhibit:                  Nil. 
 
 
 

(Sri D Saikia) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


